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About This Content

A special pack suited for novice adventurer of Dungeon Fighter Online(DFO)!
From Neo Premium Plus which grants you bonus Fatigue Points and Unique Weapon rental

to Safe Expansion and Account Safe Creation Ticket, there are many benefits essential to beginner adventurers such as yourself!
Beginner pack is composed of the following contents.

Neo Premium Plus+ Contract (15 Days)

Unique Weapon rental suited to your character's level

Basic Fatigue Points 156 → 273

Dungeon Clear EXP +10%

Fatigue Express System

Bonus Dungeon Clear Rewards

No Stamina Penalty Upon Leaving the Dungeon

Demon Invitation, Simona's Letter of Recommendation, etc. given for logging in every day
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Account Vault Upgrade Kit - Account Bound

Upgrades the account safe to next level. (Allows you to share items between characters on your account.)

Silver Safe Upgrade Kit - Account Bound

Expands the Safe's slots from 8 -> 40

Life Token x 30 - Untradable

Consume a Life Token to resurrect yourself if you die in dungeons.

Remy's Touch x 150 - Account Bound

Recovers 30% HP and MP immediately.

DFO Beginner Title - Sealing

A title that helps you during the early levels will be given!
Right click on the title icon in the inventory to equip it.

[Title Stats]

STR/INT/VIT/SPI +20 

Attack Speed/Movement Speed/Casting Speed +2%

HP/MP MAX +300

Physical/Magical Critical Chance +2%

* Please Note :
- Package is account bound but some of the contents are untradable.

- Titles are tradable when they are sealed. (Cannot be traded once unsealed)
- Please refer to http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=737850671 for information on how to redeem the

package.
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Title: Dungeon Fighter Online: Beginner Pack
Genre: Action, Free to Play, RPG
Developer:
Neople
Publisher:
Neople
Release Date: 9 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows 7 32bit

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E7500

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: VRAM 512MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 18 GB available space

Additional Notes: HDD space: 18GB HDD space before installation, 10GB HDD space after installation / Browser: Microsoft
Internet Explorer 10

English
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This is a moderately challenging puzzle game with straight forward controls. There is a certain amount of elegance in the
simplicity, and it does require you to use your brain to beat it. Despite being quite short it is a great value, and I think this will be
my go to game when showing friends VR.

Unfortunately I have an anime profile picture, so none of my opinions matter.. This was a very interesting VN. It has very good
art and music that builds the atmosphere. There are multiple endings and the outcome depends on the player.

It's a short VN worth a try, especially that it's for free,. Well....

It's a fairly interesting puzzle platform game (yes, platform, not platformer). If you think you would enjoy a puzzle game in
which you are trying to use clues to traverse a path of blocks, I do recommend it. I enjoyed it, with the exception of one of the
levels which had absolutely no way to "solve" it without simply doing trial-and-error and falling again and again.

That brings me to the first complaint I had. The companion Drew has helping her through this puzzle space is very willing to tell
you the advice for the current sequence of stages. The first time he says "shadows can tell you something about your
surroundings" [slightly paraphrased], it's helpful... the eighth time he says the same thing, I started having flashbacks to Zelda
OOT's Navi "Hey Listen!". This could be solved by putting an option to turn off the random "help" in the options, but the option
screen is somewhat bare, with no option to turn off the repetitive comments.

My second issue: Its length. This game is very short. I completed the whole game blind [no previous information] in 90 minutes,
which is actually much shorter than how long it took to download the game (how is this game so big and so short?). Anyway,
that's really just a minor issue in my book, but I figure I should mention it just in case it's important to you.

My third issue: Every time you finish a level, which in some cases can be <15 seconds, it sends you back to the level selection
screen. This seems fairly redundant, as unless you want to skip levels (and make the game even shorter!), you'll just be going to
the next level. It makes the game feel less like a contiguous story and more like a free flash game you would play online.

Again, I do recommend it, as long as you're in the target audience. The first and third issues above could theoretically be fixed
by a small patch. The second could make-or-break-it for you, but I find length less important than other issues.. Extra 11 levels
which require more skill, timing, and of course patience to complete them.
. If you're into point and click adventures/puzzles, this is a pretty good one. I remember playing it as a kid so when i saw the
combo deal of DarkFall 1 and 2 i had to pick them up. It was pretty fun. The puzzles were good and well designed and weren't
so obtuse that you need a guide to get through them. The story is very interesting, and each note or letter you find makes you
feel as though you're slowly fitting together the pieces of a big puzzle. The characters are interesting, even if you're interactions
with them are limited to sorting through their belongings. The voice acting could use some work, but it's a pretty old game so I
cut it some slack there.
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Good Game :3. Only 30 Levels and The Others are just blank canvases?

Not even worth it!. Good game to play if you have a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 computer. Nice Tetris like game.
Thumb up.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vueIPFAwoyw. This is NOT The Culling. It contains NO elements of the original Culling. It
is more of a bad rip-off of PUBG and H1Z1. DO NOT BUY. Do not give this dev-team any money for this obvious cash-grab.
VERY Dissapointing. I've played alphas that play better than this.
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